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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 2828 - 2829

Chapter 2828

After Levi Garrison came out, he was surprised when he heard this: “Everyone is self-reliant?
Who gave me the courage?”But then his face became heavy.

Since the Lab of the Gods dared to stand up as a country, it declared war on the whole world
with great fanfare.

Then it shows that they are quite confident in their own strength.

I want to hit you!

I also tell you in advance!

Get you all ready!

I’ll hit you again!

This seems arrogant and reckless!

In fact, I am confident of my own strength!

After all, Leviathan made everyone know how to do it.

Not to mention the core power of the Gods Laboratory.

The most frightening thing is that there is a main priest behind him.
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It was a head-on collision.

But it may also be a good thing for Levi Garrison.

The Lab of the Gods is no longer hidden.

Believe that the main priest will be able to meet it soon!

But Levi Garrison was thinking about a question—Does the Lab of the Gods and the Eagle
Nation not cooperate?

After all, the relationship between the two parties was so close before that they were one.

But it doesn’t seem to be right now!

Both want to eat each other’s…

Even though Leviathan had been trapped at this time, the Gods Laboratory was also not
attacking.

However, the defenses on the coastline of Daxia have not been withdrawn. Instead, they
have been reinforced and then reinforced!

Even the Bible Organization and Mayan Industry are not going.

Especially now that I know it is the laboratory of the gods.

I’m afraid that they will suddenly get into trouble.

Must be guarded at all times.

The sea is calm and there is nothing.

But in fact, thousands of eyes are staring here.

When there is an unusual change coming.
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They found out immediately.

“There is an enemy! There is an enemy…”

Discovery of changes in the sea.

For a time, the sirens sounded loudly.

Panicked again on the coastline.

Even the Underworld God and other powerhouses rushed to the forefront.

“What? Do you want to deal with me?”

A familiar voice sounded.

They can see clearly.

It’s Levi Garrison!

“Huh? Are you out?”

Everyone was surprised.

But everyone was vociferous.

Brought Levi Garrison to the coastal defense line and met with Xiao Liejun and the others.

Seeing Levi Garrison again, their eyes were full of shame.

After all, they did a lot of stupid regrets!

Even ashamed that he couldn’t face Levi Garrison.

Can’t wait to find a seam to drill in!
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Lu Xiong was even more tearful: “I’m sorry for the word side by side!!! I’m sorry! I don’t keep
it! The island is only half built! I will stop it! Not only that, but all the materials and machines
are sold at low prices. Now! I’m sorry for your trust! Daxia suffered such a great loss! It’s all
my fault!”

…

Lu Xiong is really blaming himself.

Regardless of the current situation, the losses suffered by this wave are too great.

If I had listened to Levi Garrison earlier.

Where can there be such a big loss.

If the city wall was built at the beginning, Leviathan would not be able to attack.

That is nothing to lose.

Now if it’s not for trapped.

I am afraid that the entire Daxia will suffer.

The safety island project was also unsuccessful.

Otherwise, many people can be spared.

…

I’m really sorry Levi Garrison entrusted him!

But Lu Xiong blamed himself so much, it was Xiao Liejun and Hong Qingcang that were the
most uncomfortable.

The more he said, the more uncomfortable everyone was and the more self-blaming.

Everyone really keeps their heads down.
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The feeling of shame is so full that they can’t wait to kneel down.

Because of these things Lu Xiong said.

In fact, Lu Xiong has been insisting.

In fact, they told Lu Xiong to give up, and they often used meetings or voting to suppress Lu
Xiong.

A series of things is that they are persecuting at the source.

No matter how Lu Xiong persisted.

His power alone is not enough!

There is no way to control many things at all!

The safe island is what they advocate to stop;

The materials are sold by them;

They removed the line of defense;

…

Everything is them!

Chapter 2829

Now I see Lu Xiong taking care of everything alone.

They are actually very uncomfortable.Only I know the feeling of inner struggle…
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“Hey, blame me too! If I were not in retreat, I would definitely look at you! I will definitely not
let you stop!”

Levi Garrison said helplessly.

Before the retreat, he really seriously told.

No matter what the situation is, don’t stop.

“It’s me who doesn’t use it! It’s all my fault!”

Lu Xiong was about to cry.

At this time, Xiao Liejun and the others couldn’t help it finally.

Xiao Liejun said: “One word side by side, in fact, we blame us! How much does it have to do
with Lao Lu? We advocate stopping, and selling all the materials to reduce losses!”

“It’s our fault! The line of defense was also removed by us! It was we who opened the gate
of Daxia country…”

“Blame us for not believing you, you told us so long ago!”

Hong Qingcang and Jiang Ye also spoke out one after another.

“Now that Daxia has suffered such a big loss, we can’t get away from it! Take full
responsibility! This is our fault!”

Several people directly admitted it.

Xiao Liejun and the others shouted to Levi Garrison together: “We are wrong about the word
side by side king! We sincerely apologize to you!”

Levi Garrison quickly helped a few people up: “What are you guys saying… You can’t be
blamed for this!”
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“But, you are too clingy to what you see! Don’t think about it in the long run! This is
somewhat problematic!”

I heard Levi Garrison say so.

Everyone nodded: “It’s really wrong! We are still too conservative and too careful. For fear
that we can’t grasp it, we will bury everything on us! Let us not be bold enough to look
forward and do it! On the contrary, there will be major problems. , Like now!”

“This is indeed what we are! Lao Cao has long noticed the abnormality, and the brothers
from the Bible Organization have told me that there is a problem, and you have ignored it…”

“I want to thank Lao Cao, he also acted early and reduced a lot of losses!”

Lu Xiong shouted.

Hearing this, everyone lowered their heads and became more ashamed and blamed.

Levi Garrison smiled: “One more thing, you still don’t trust me too much! I don’t think I can
get this kind of information! I don’t think I am strong enough, and I can’t find this kind of
information!

But tell you, my strength is there, and I am still at the ancestral level in intelligence! “

Xiao Liejun frowned, “I really blame us! I don’t believe you… I don’t think this kind of
intelligence can be obtained with your strength! But we forgot that you were once the best
leader and the most powerful agent. Intelligence is not necessarily The super strong can dig
it!”

“It’s our fault! I can’t wait to slap myself!”

“We are all to blame! It’s our fault!”

…

“Well, now is not the time to blame each other for finding problems, we have to consider the
next problems.”
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Levi Garrison hurriedly stopped.

Xiao Liejun was already going to smoke himself.

This is the head of Yanlongwei.

How can it work?

“Originally, we have discussed with all our allies how to deal with Leviathan… As a result, the
announcement of the Lab of the Gods came out! Our hostile forces and many neutral
parties have announced their withdrawal! The experts originally arranged have also been
withdrawn. !”

“But we still gathered a lot of experts to study together! After all, we have scanned
Leviathan, we have a lot of data, and it is estimated that we can work out a solution!”

“We have trapped all Leviathans! The fastest they will break free after a month, they may not
find their way out! We have plenty of time!”

…

Several people talked about the next plan.

One by one seemed confident.

Levi Garrison was speechless.

Leviathan is still going on.

Doesn’t he know?

Leviathan is dead, this is always a step slower.

“That’s it?”

Levi Garrison asked.”Otherwise! We don’t know the strength of the Gods Lab! But Leviathan
is the biggest enemy right now!”
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Everyone nodded.

Levi Garrison said directly: “Don’t worry about Leviathan’s affairs! This page is over! Don’t
mention anyone!”

It’s just that.

Everyone was dumbfounded.

Everyone stared at Levi Garrison suspiciously and curiously.

How did Leviathan reveal the past?

How can this reveal the past?

“No! You don’t know the word side by side, we just temporarily trapped Leviathan! It is
expected that it will only take a few months!

And Leviathan is from the Lab of the Gods, they will find it faster! We must find a solution
when Leviathan reappears! “

…

Everyone thought that Levi Garrison didn’t know the specific situation, and immediately
explained to him.

Levi Garrison gave a white glance and said: “I know! You have trapped them in a submarine
waste base! Don’t worry about them! They are in the past tense, this page is over!”

When Levi Garrison finished speaking.

Everyone was shocked.

There was an incredible look on his face.

How did Levi Garrison know about the Atlantis plan?
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Hearing what he said was so light, it seemed as if he had witnessed it with his own eyes.

How can it be possible?

Levi Garrison has just arrived!

I don’t even know this plan at all!
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